Origin of ultraviolet damage in DNA.
A novel ultraviolet (u.v.) footprinting technique has been used to analyze the formation of u.v. photoproducts at 250 bases of a 5 S rRNA gene under conditions where the gene is either double or single-stranded. Because many more types of u.v. damage can be detected by the u.v. footprinting technique than has been previously possible, we have been able to examine in detail why certain bases in DNA are damaged by u.v. light while others are not. Our measurements demonstrate that the ability of u.v. light to damage a given base in DNA is determined by two factors, the sequence of the DNA in the immediate vicinity of the photoproduct, and the flexibility of the DNA at the site of the photoproduct. For pyrimidines, the predominant photoreaction in double-stranded DNA involves covalent dimerization between adjacent pyrimidine residues. Dimerization is much easier in melted DNA because the geometrical changes required for adjacent pyrimidine residues to dimerize are easier in single-stranded DNA. The absorption of a u.v. photon cannot simultaneously induce the geometrical changes required for adjacent pyrimidines or other bases to dimerize with one another. Rather, upon the absorption of a u.v. photon, only those thermally excited bases that are in a geometry capable of easily forming a photodimer during excitation, can photoreact. In contrast to adjacent pyrimidines, non-adjacent pyrimidines (pyrimidines flanked on either side by a purine) do not readily form u.v. photoproducts in double-stranded DNA. Because photoreactions at non-adjacent pyrimidine residues are greatly enhanced in single-stranded DNA, their failure to form in double-helical DNA is attributed to torsional constraints imposed by the double helix which make it difficult for non-adjacent pyrimidines to adopt a geometry necessary for photoreaction. Although purines are believed to be resistant to u.v. damage, our measurements demonstrate that at moderate u.v. dosages purines which are flanked on their 5' side by two or more contiguous pyrimidines readily form u.v. photoproducts in double-stranded DNA. Flanking pyrimidines appear to activate purine photoreactions by transferring triplet excitation energy to the purine. Melting of the DNA helix greatly inhibits the ability of flanking pyrimidines to activate purine photoreactions, presumably by disrupting intimate orbital overlap required for triplet transfer.